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ABSTRACT

In this study, we present an approach to train a single speech enhancement network that can perform both personalized and non-personalized speech enhancement. This is achieved by incorporating a frame-wise conditioning input that specifies the type of enhancement output. To improve the quality of the enhanced output and mitigate oversuppression, we experiment with re-weighting frames by the presence or absence of speech activity and applying augmentations to speaker embeddings. By training under a multi-task learning setting, we empirically show that the proposed unified model obtains promising results on both personalized and non-personalized speech enhancement benchmarks and reaches similar performance to models that are trained specialized for each task. The strong performance of the proposed method demonstrates that the unified model is a more economical alternative compared to keeping separate task-specific models during inference.

Index Terms— Speech enhancement, real-time communication, speaker identification, multi-task learning, voice activity detection,

1. INTRODUCTION

Online teleconference systems have become a preferred way of communication in recent years when in-person meetings or conferences are costly or infeasible. However, these remote conversations often take place in a noisy environment, and it is challenging to preserve the intelligibility of speech in the presence of ambient noise. To improve the communication experience, speech enhancement techniques have become pivotal in online meeting systems to filter out background noise and improve speech quality. While advanced deep neural network architectures have achieved state-of-the-art in offline speech enhancement tasks [1, 2], recent advances in speech enhancement have been focused on efficient model designs that enable high-quality noise reduction in real-time [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

Despite their ability to clean up environmental noise, these systems are not effective to remove human voices from the background. Consider a customer service representative who answers phone calls in an open office setting surrounded by a group of other talkers. Personalized speech enhancement will be applicable to this scenario by extracting the voice of this representative while suppressing all other speakers and the background noise. Deep-learning-based personalized speech enhancement systems usually involve, (i) a speaker embedder module that provides cues for the speaker in interest; (ii) a speech enhancement module to recover the target speech from the input mixture with ambiance noise and interference. These modules can be learned either separately [8, 9, 10, 11] or jointly with each other [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. With consideration of run-time complexity and memory usage, a number of real-time personalized speech enhancement methods have shown promising results in efficiently extracting the target speaker’s voice [18, 19, 20, 21].

While personalized speech enhancement systems provide an improved conversation experience for the target user, non-personalized speech enhancement systems are still required in a variety of use cases. For instance, personalized systems are not applicable when the information of the target speaker is unknown in advance. There are also scenarios in which we need to preserve speech from all talkers in the same meeting room. Even more challenging are the time-varying circumstances in which we want to first perform non-personalized enhancement to allow the speech of multiple speakers through, and switch later to focus on a particular speaker with personalized enhancement. Conventionally, to enable both personalized and non-personalized speech enhancement, we train a separate model for each application. During inference, it typically requires us to maintain both models in memory and choose the appropriate network depending on the use cases. With the majority of model components being identical between personalized and non-personalized enhancement networks, it naturally brings in the question of whether it is feasible to obtain a single enhancement model for both tasks.

In this work, we present the Unified PercepNet (UPN), illustrated in Fig. 1, which is trained with multi-task learning to achieve both personalized and non-personalized speech enhancement. The UPN consists of an embedder and an enhancer network. The enhancer is controlled by a user-provided input that specifies the output behavior. When the personalized mode is activated, the model is expected to attend to the target speaker and clean up both background noise and any interference speech; otherwise, it should behave as a non-personalized enhancement model that suppresses only the environmental sound. All parameters of the enhancement network are shared between both tasks. While the network proposed in [21] can also perform both personalized and non-personalized enhancement, our proposed method is distinct in the perspectives of, (i) we train the model with personalized and non-personalized data jointly instead of in separate stages; (ii) we provide frame-wise personalized or non-personalized control to enable switching of the enhancement mode within a single input sequence.

Additionally, we examine the effectiveness of several approaches to improve the quality of enhancement. We consider using a loss function with weight adjustment between voiced and unvoiced frames in the target and applying data augmentation to the speaker embeddings to combat oversuppression and overfitting. We evaluate the model’s performance on both personalized and non-personalized tracks from the 4th Deep Noise Suppression Challenge [22] using an identical model for both tasks. The overall quality of the enhanced output of the UPN is comparable to either the person-
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alized or non-personalized model trained under a single-task setting with the specialized dataset for the corresponding task. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that considers training a unified model for both personalized and non-personalized speech enhancement under a joint multi-task learning setting.

2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

2.1. Speaker Embedding Network

The speaker embedding network is used for extracting cues for the target speaker from an enrollment utterance. This process can be formulated as \( \mathbf{z} = \mathcal{E}(\mathbf{x}_e) \), where \( \mathbf{x}_e \) is the enrollment signal, \( \mathbf{z} \in \mathbb{R}^D \) is a \( D \)-dimensional vector representing the speaker’s identity, and \( \mathcal{E} \) is the embedding network. The embedding \( \mathbf{z} \) is used as a conditioning input to the enhancement model.

We choose the ECAPA-TDNN [23] architecture for the speaker embedder as it achieves state-of-the-art results on several speaker recognition tasks [24, 25, 26]. The embedder network is trained with the AAM-softmax loss [27, 28] before the training of the enhancer. The weights of this pre-trained embedder remain unchanged during the training of the enhancement model.

2.2. Enhancement Network

2.2.1. Model Architecture

The architecture of the enhancement network of UPN is based on the PercepNet [3] and the Personalized PercepNet (PPN) [19]. The input features are obtained from 32 bands following the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) scale, where for each band we compute two features: the magnitude and the pitch coherence values. Along with four additional general features including the pitch period, we obtain a 68-dimensional input for the model. The model consists of two 1D convolutional layers followed by a few blocks of Gated recurrent units (GRUs). For each band \( b \), it computes the following quantities for each frame \( t \): (i) \( g_{b,t} \), the gain of the estimated enhanced speech in the form of the ratio mask to be applied to the magnitude of the input mixture; (ii) \( f_{b,t} \), the pitch-filter strengths, which is used to control the strength of a comb filter applied to the time-domain reconstruction of the output signal to further reduce noise between pitch harmonics.

The PPN is the personalized variant of the PercepNet. It takes the speaker embedding \( \mathbf{z} \) as a conditioning input, which is concatenated to the mixture representation at the beginning of the GRU layer. It also computes the frame-wise voice activity detection (VAD) score \( \hat{y}_t \in [0, 1] \) as the probability of the target speaker present in the enhanced output at frame \( t \).

The UPN further extends the PPN by enabling both personalized and non-personalized speech enhancement in a unified model. This is achieved by incorporating a personalized flag \( q \in \{0, 1\} \) into the enhancement network, which is a single binary bit to control the behavior of speech enhancement. The personalized flag is first appended to the speaker embedding \( \mathbf{z} \) to form the personalized-controlled embedding \( \mathbf{z}' \in \mathbb{R}^{D+1} \). If this flag is activated (i.e., \( q = 1 \)), the enhancement model should extract speech from only the target speaker. Otherwise, the model should perform non-personalized speech enhancement by filtering out the background noise only. For mixtures with multiple speakers, the network does not distinguish between primary and interference speakers and instead retains all the speech signals. Following the PPN, we concatenate \( \mathbf{z}' \) to each frame of the latent representations of the mixture; however, as opposed to the speaker embedding \( \mathbf{z} \) being invariant over time, it is possible to switch the personalization control \( q \) between frames. At each frame \( t \), the concatenation of the speaker embedding and personalized flag is hence defined as

\[
\mathbf{z}'_t = \begin{cases} 
\text{Concat}(\mathbf{z}, q_t), & \text{if } q_t = 1, \\
\text{Concat}(\mathbf{0}^D, q_t) = \mathbf{0}^{D+1} & \text{if } q_t = 0,
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \mathbf{0}^D \) is a \( D \)-dimensional zero vector. We adapt the training data to this frame-level personalized control as shown in Fig. 2, where we use the personalized reference (speech from only the target speaker) as the training target for frames with \( q_t = 1 \) and the non-personalized ground-truth (speech from all speakers) otherwise. This provides the flexibility to toggle between personalized and non-personalized enhancement within a single input sequence.

2.2.2. Loss Functions

We adopt the loss functions for the gain \( \mathcal{L}_g(b, t) \), pitch-filter strength \( \mathcal{L}_r(b, t) \), and VAD score \( \mathcal{L}_v(t) \) from the training of the PercepNet [3] and the PPN [19]. Both \( \mathcal{L}_g(b, t) \) and \( \mathcal{L}_r(b, t) \) are averaged across all bands and frames, and \( \mathcal{L}_v(t) \) is averaged across frames.

One primary obstacle to the speech enhancement system is the oversuppression problem where the desired speech is also muted along with the noise or interference in the estimated output [20]. To address this challenge, we modify the loss functions by increasing the weights on the voiced frames using the ground-truth VAD scores.
\[ y_t \text{ as follows:} \]
\[
L_G = \frac{1}{BT} \sum_{b,t} \left\{ \mu \mathbb{I}[y_t = 1] + (1 - \mu) \mathbb{I}[y_t = 0] \right\} : L_s(b, t),
\]
\[
L_R = \frac{1}{BT} \sum_{b,t} \left\{ \mu \mathbb{I}[y_t = 1] + (1 - \mu) \mathbb{I}[y_t = 0] \right\} : L_e(b, t),
\]
\[
L_V = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t} \left\{ \mu \mathbb{I}[y_t = 1] + (1 - \mu) \mathbb{I}[y_t = 0] \right\} : L_v(t),
\]
(2)

where \( \mu \in [0, 1] \) is the hyperparameter to control the importance of frames with and without (target) speech activity. The VAD-weighted overall objective is expressed as \( L_{\text{VAD-weighted}} = L_G + L_R + L_V \), and it is equivalent to the original loss at \( \mu = 0.5 \). As \( \mu \) increases from 0.5 to 1, the model is encouraged to attend more to the prediction of frames where the enhanced speech should not be silent as a way to combat over-suppression.

3. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATIONS

3.1. Training of the Speaker Embedder

We pre-train the speaker embedder network with the VoxCeleb1 [24], VoxCeleb2 [25], and LibriSpeech [29] datasets. We follow [23] to configure the architecture of the ECAPA-TDNN using three SE-Res2Block with 1024 channels and an output dimension \( D = 192 \). This pre-trained embedder model obtains an equal error rate (EER) of 0.39% when evaluated on a text-independent speaker verification task on the VoxCeleb1 test pairs [24].

3.2. Training of the Enhancement Network

3.2.1. Data Preprocessing

We construct the training set for the enhancement model based on the VoxCeleb1, VoxCeleb2, and LibriSpeech datasets using the same data pre-processing technique described in [2, 19]. In addition, we also train the enhancement network with the personalized track of the dataset for the 4th Deep Noise Suppression Challenge [22] (PDNS), where the training set contains recordings from 3,230 speakers with a total duration of 750 hours with a sampling rate of 48 kHz. We discard speakers with singing voice only, with less than 300s of training utterances, or with less than 60s of enrollment speech. Combining all datasets, we have more than 7,000 speakers.

3.2.2. Semi-supervised Data Cleanup: Speaker Labeling Issues

With initial manual inspections of the PDNS dataset, we notice several mismatches between the speaker labels and the actual speaker from the recordings. There are several training or enrollment recordings with speech from multiple speakers, and there are also instances where the same speaker is labeled with more than one speaker id. To filter out recordings with problematic annotations, we develop a semi-supervised procedure using the pre-trained speaker embedding network. To detect utterances with multiple speakers, we first segment each clip into 30-second overlapping chunks and obtain an embedding for each chunk using the pre-trained embedder. We then compute the cosine similarity scores for each pair of embeddings. If the average is lower than 0.8, we identify this clip as a multi-speaker utterance and will discard it from training. To detect duplicate clips for the identical speaker, we compute the similarity scores between embeddings obtained from different clips. For a given target speaker, we only select interference speakers whose average similarity score between this target speaker is less than 0.5.

3.2.3. Mixture Synthesis and Data Augmentation

To create noisy input speech, we mix the clean speech signals with the noise data in [3, 19] which contains 80 hours of various noise types at a sampling rate of 48 kHz. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the synthesized mixture is uniformly distributed between -5 dB and 35 dB. For each speaker, we generate 80 mixture segments, each with a duration of 80 seconds, where 40 segments contain overlapping speech with a maximum of two speakers at any given time, 20 segments are the alternating but non-overlapping speech of multiple speakers, and the rest 20 segments contain only a single speaker. For multi-speaker mixtures, the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is between -2 dB and 10 dB. We also apply the following data augmentation techniques including reverberation, random low-pass filtering, random EQ, and random level.

We also experiment with data augmentations on the enrollment utterances to mitigate over-fitting in the embedding space. For each enrollment utterance, we generate 10 different variants by applying random noise and reverberation. The pre-trained embedder achieves an EER of 0.614% on the augmented enrollment speech compared to 0.341% on the original set. Despite a higher EER, this value still indicates the exceptional ability of the embeddings to discriminate the identities of different speakers.

3.2.4. Training Setup

Before model training, we precompute the features for the input and target from the generated mixture and reference clips using a frame size of 10 ms and a look-ahead window of 30 ms, and the length of the input is equivalent to 20s of audio. All recordings are resampled to 48 kHz before feature computation. The personalized flag \( q_t \) is generated on the fly with an equal probability for the following options: (i) full personalized mode, where \( q_t = 1 \) for all frames; (ii) full non-personalized mode, where \( q_t = 0 \) for all frames; (iii) alternating controls, where \( q_t \) changes between 0 and 1 for either one or two switches, and \( q_t \) must remain constant for at least 200 frames (2 seconds).

The architecture of the enhancement model follows the PPN-1024 in [19]. We train the model using a batch size of 256 on 8 NVIDIA-V100 GPUs.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We evaluate the UPN with both non-personalized and personalized speech enhancement data from the official development test sets from the DNS Challenge [22]. The non-personalized test set contains 930 real-world recordings of noisy English speech. The personalized track contains 1,443 test clips and each primary speaker also comes with an additional 2.5 minutes of enrollment speech. We set the flag \( q_t = 1 \) for all frames \( t \) for the personalized output and \( q_t = 0 \) for the non-personalized ones. The complexity of UPN is mostly dictated by the number of parameters in the DNN model and is the same as PPN-1024 [19]. The model has 26.5M parameters. With a 10-ms frame size, UPN requires 17.2% of one mobile x86 core (1.8 GHz Intel i7-8565U CPU) for real-time operation.

For model selection, we evaluate the enhanced output with DNN-MOS P.835 [30], a non-intrusive approach that predicts subjective rating of the quality of speech (SIG), suppression of background noise (BAK), and overall quality (OVRL) from poor (score=1) to excellent (score=5) using the local evaluation method from the official
### Table 1. Test results on the personalized and non-personalized test set with DNSMOS P.835. For the unified models, “OE” represents training with the original enrollment speech, and “AE” is using augmented enrollment speech. The numbers (0.5, 0.75, 0.9) refer to the coefficient $\mu$ for weighting the voiced frames. The task-specific models (PercepNet and PPN) are trained with $\mu = 0.9$, and enrollment speech augmentation is applied to the training of PPN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Personalized</th>
<th>Non-personalized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SIG</td>
<td>BAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noisy Input</td>
<td>3.814</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PercepNet</td>
<td>3.622</td>
<td>3.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPN</td>
<td>3.427</td>
<td>3.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPN-OE-0.5</td>
<td>3.285</td>
<td>3.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPN-OE-0.75</td>
<td>3.358</td>
<td>3.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPN-OE-0.9</td>
<td>3.346</td>
<td>3.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPN-AE-0.5</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPN-AE-0.9</td>
<td>3.454</td>
<td>3.607</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Subjective evaluation (MOS) of different methods on the personalized and non-personalized test sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Personalized</th>
<th>Non-personalized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noisy Input</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PercepNet</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPN</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPN-AE-0.9</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Impact of VAD-Weighted Objectives

We first conduct an ablation study to assess the impact of the VAD-weighted learning objectives (2) with the VAD coefficient $\mu = 0.5, 0.75$ and $0.9$. Notice that $\mu$ controls the trade-off between suppressing the background noise and preserving desired speech content. We hypothesize that an increased value of $\mu$ is beneficial for resolving oversuppression since the model learns to attend more to reproducing the speech signal rather than removing noise in the silent frames. For the personalized evaluation (without enrollment augmentation), we notice that (i) the signal quality reaches its peak as $\mu$ increases from 0.5 to 0.9 but slightly decreases when $\mu = 0.9$; (ii) the reverse trend holds for the background quality; (iii) the best overall quality is obtained at $\mu = 0.9$. Along with our preliminary listening tests where we observe the greatest amount of oversuppression failure cases with $\mu = 0.5$, the experimental results are consistent with our hypothesis. In general, the model’s output is more likely to contain leakage of background noise if trained with a larger weight $\mu$, but the drawbacks are compensated by the alleviation of oversuppression, and the overall quality improves.

4.2. Impact of Enrollment Speech Augmentation

We next study the effects of applying data augmentation to the enrollment utterances before obtaining the speaker embeddings when training with the personalized data. In our initial experiments using the original enrollment speech to obtain embeddings, we detect that the signal quality severely degrades in later epochs. Moreover, when using the same single-speaker mixture as input, the non-personalized output can reconstruct the speech whereas the personalized output suffers from noticeable oversuppression. We suspect that the enhancement model may overfit the embedding space and therefore fail to identify the test speaker under personalized control, and as an attempt to resolve this issue, we augment the enrollment speech with noise and reverberation. Using the personalized benchmark, with $\mu = 0.5$ we observe a comprehensive improvement of speech, background, and overall quality after applying enrollment augmentation by 1.37%, 0.36%, and 1.97%, respectively; with $\mu = 0.9$, the signal and overall quality increases by 3.23% and 2.90% with a slight decrease of 0.39% in background quality. These results indicate the effectiveness of the augmentation in the embedding space. As the set of embeddings becomes more diverse, the enhancement model is less prone to overfitting and more robust to potentially test-time speaker embeddings unseen during training.

4.3. Comparison with Single-Task Models

Lastly, we compare the performance of the proposed unified enhancement model with the task-specific models trained for either personalized or non-personalized speech enhancement. For a fair comparison, these two reference models are trained with a VAD weight $\mu = 0.9$, and we apply the same enrollment augmentation to the reference personalized model, PPN. The corresponding unified model, UPN-AE-0.9, is comparable to the PPN under the personalized test cases. The overall quality scores are nearly identical, and the unified model obtains a signal quality score 0.79% higher than the PPN. For the non-personalized benchmark, the unified model obtains close figures across all three metrics compared to the reference non-personalized model (0.23% lower in SIG, 0.23% higher in BAK, and 0.18% lower in OVRL). We can see that the proposed UPN trained under the multi-task setting achieves roughly equivalent performance to both personalized and non-personalized models trained with a single task.

We further verify the effectiveness of UPN with Mean Opinion Score (MOS), following the ITU-T P.808 crowdsourcing approach, on the overall quality of speech. We list the results of the mixture input, PercepNet, PPN, and the UPN with $\mu = 0.9$ and embedding augmentation in Table 2. The observations are similar to the DNSMOS P.835 results, where the UPN obtains a close score to the PercepNet for the non-personalized evaluation while slightly exceeding PPN on the personalized data (all within the 95% confidence interval of 0.04). The close performance implies the potential to replace the two task-specific enhancement networks with the proposed unified model as a more memory-efficient alternative.

5. CONCLUSION

We propose a framework to train a single model for both personalized and non-personalized speech enhancement tasks under a multi-task learning setting. The types of enhancement output are controlled by a frame-wise conditioning input, and the model is flexible to switch between personalized and non-personalized output within a single input sequence. With the proposed VAD-weighted learning objective and embedding augmentation, the proposed unified model reaches a similar performance to the reference models that are trained with a specialized task either on personalized or non-personalized enhancement. Instead of keeping separate models for each task, our work shows the potential to replace them with a unified model, which reduces the memory for storing models and the resources required to retrain or update the model in the future.

---
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